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Abstract: Accurate descriptions of matrix diffusion across the fracture/matrix interface are 
critical to assessing contaminant migration in fractured media. The classical transfer probability 
method is only applicable for relatively large diffusion coefficients and small fracture spacings, 
due to an intrinsic assumption of an equilibrium concentration profile in the matrix blocks. 
Motivated and required by practical applications, we propose a direct numerical simulation (DNS) 
approach without any empirical assumptions. A three-step Lagrangian algorithm was developed 
and validated to directly track the particle dynamics across the fracture/matrix interface, where 
particle’s diffusive displacement across the discontinuity is controlled by an analytical, one-side 
reflection probability. Numerical experiments show that the DNS approach is especially efficient 
for small diffusion coefficients and large fracture spacings, alleviating limitations of the classical 
modeling approach.     
Key words: fracture/matrix interface; direct numerical simulation; transfer probability; 
Lagrangian algorithm     
 
1 Introduction 
Fractured media are ubiquitous. Quantification of flow and transport in fractured media 
remains one of the greatest challenges in hydrology, as reviewed extensively by Berkowitz 
(2002) and Neuman (2005). The lack of analytical solutions for contaminant transport through 
fractured rock masses motivated the development of numerical methods for this purpose. 
Specific software suites including, for example, SLIM-FAST (Maxwell and Tompson 2006) 
and DCPT (Pan et al. 2001; Pan 2002) were designed using the particle-tracking approach to 
capture solute dynamics through regional-scale fractured media. Most of the current 
Lagrangian solvers rely on the concept of transfer probability (Liu et al. 2000) or its transient 
extension (Pan and Bodvarsson 2002). An intrinsic assumption or empirical quantification of 
the particle density or age distribution, however, is usually inevitable in building the transfer 
probability method (Hassan 2002). The applicability of an empirical method should be tested 
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over an extensive parameter range before practical applications, since site-specific parameter 
ranges may lead to problems not found during the development of the methodology. 
This paper proposes a direct numerical simulation (DNS) approach to quantify solute 
transport in fractured media, without any empirical assumptions. The core objective of the new 
method is to directly track solute particle dynamics, governed by a random-walk 
representation of matrix diffusion, to control the exchange of mass between the fracture and 
matrix continua. The physical concept is motivated by the successful development and 
application of the random-walk simulation of transport across composite porous media with 
abrupt interfaces between distinct hydrofacies (LaBolle et al. 1996, 2000). Different from the 
other dual-domain mass-transfer methods mentioned above, the DNS approach does not 
depend on the transfer probability whose calculation relies on empirical assumptions. Rather, 
the probability of particles moving from one continuum to the other follows an analytical 
reflection law. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the classical transfer 
probability method is briefly reviewed and shown to be inadequate for a significant portion of 
parameter space, such as that used in the transport of radionuclides in fractured rocks. The 
identified parameter range failed in capturing real transport dynamics will be used to check the 
applicability of the DNS method developed in section 3. Numerical experiments are also 
shown in section 3, followed by discussions of the time step criterion and the extension to 
discrete parallel fractures in section 4. Conclusions are presented in section 5. 
2 Classical transfer probability method: Review and evaluation 
In the dual-continuum model, which includes both the dual-porosity and dual- 
permeability formulations, the particle transfer probability from one continuum to the other 
can be calculated as the ratio of the mass entering the other continuum during a time interval 
to the mass in the current continuum at the beginning of the current time interval (Pan et al. 
2001). Liu et al. (2000) proposed the following two transfer probabilities: 
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when the water flow rate from the fracture to matrix within the block (denoted as fmQ  (m
3/s)) 
is positive (i.e., water flows from the fracture to matrix). Here fmP  (dimensionless) is the 
transfer probability from the fracture to matrix; mfP  is the transfer probability from the 
matrix to fracture; fmF  (kg/s) is the transport rate (due to both advection and dispersion) from 
the fracture to matrix; mfF  is the transport rate from the matrix to fracture; fV  (or mV ) (m
3) 
is the liquid volume within the fracture (or matrix) continuum (defined as the grid block 
volume multiplied by the porosity); fC  (or mC ) (kg/m
3) is the solute concentration in the 
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fracture (or the matrix); fmD  (m
2/s) is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient for solute 
transport between the fracture and matrix; A (m2) is the fracture-matrix interface area available 
for solute transport between the continua within the block; S (m) denotes the distance from the 
fracture-matrix interface to the center of the matrix; tΔ  is the time step (usually small); and 
λ  is a dimensionless shape function equal to 1/3 for the case of a layered matrix with finite 
thickness, in which the term layered denotes the shape of matrix blocks (see also the same 
definition used by Crank (1975) and Haggerty et al. (2000)). 
When there is no water flowing from the fracture to the matrix, the transfer probabilities 
are simplified to 
t
RSbR
DP Δ=
∗
fm
fm
3                           (3) 
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where * fm mD D R= , mR  (dimensionless) is the matrix retardation coefficient, fR  
(dimensionless) is the fracture retardation coefficient, b (m) is the (half) fracture aperture (so 
that S B b= −  where B (m) is the (half) fracture spacing), and mθ  (dimensionless) denotes 
the effective matrix porosity. A detailed derivation of Eqs. (3) and (4) is shown in section 4.4. 
Eq. (3) shows that the transfer probability of particles from the fracture to matrix relates 
also to the properties of the matrix, such as the matrix retardation coefficient mR . Note, 
however, that it does not mean that the properties of the matrix should affect the motion of 
particles inside of the fracture, since the transfer probability does not drive the displacement of 
particles in either domain. Similar behavior can be observed for particles crossing a discrete 
interface due to discrete transport parameters, which is a physical process of particle transport 
in fracture/matrix systems. 
The intrinsic assumption underlying Eqs. (1) and (2) (or their simplifications, Eqs. (3) 
and (4)) is that, as soon as particles enter each continuum, the concentration represented by the 
particle density can reach complete mixing in this domain. In other words, the concentration 
gradient between the fracture and the matrix is ignored from the beginning. As articulated by 
Liu et al. (2000), “the average matrix concentration rather than the concentration at the 
fracture-matrix interface … is used for determining the rate of solute transport.” Several 
studies reveal that such an assumption leads to an erratic prediction of contaminant dynamics 
for a small dispersion coefficient (Hassan 2002; Hassan and Mohamed 2003) and a large 
fracture spacing (Pan and Bodvarsson 2002). 
To quantitatively identify the application range of parameters, we coded the above 
transfer probability method in the software RWHet (LaBolle 2006) and then systematically 
checked the numerical results against the analytical solutions. All model parameters 
characterizing major fracture/matrix properties were tested, including the diffusion coefficient, 
fracture aperture, longitudinal dispersivity in the fracture, matrix retardation coefficient, 
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fracture retardation coefficient, and fracture spacing. 
Numerical results show that this transfer probability method generates solutions that 
generally match the analytical solutions, except for (1) a relatively small free-water diffusion 
coefficient 0D  (the molecular diffusion coefficient for a solute in free solution), i.e., 
11
0 1 10D
−< × m2/s, (2) a relatively large fracture spacing 2B, and (3) a relatively large matrix 
retardation coefficient , i.e., m 2R > . These parameter values can cause a steep concentration 
gradient, from the fracture/matrix interface across the matrix block, violating the well-mixed, 
equilibrium concentration profile assumption. Note that the influence of mR  on transfer 
probability can be combined with the influence of fracture spacing B, since the term mSR  in 
Eqs. (3) and (4) can be replaced by a scaled distance * mS SR=  and B is a function of S. For 
the sake of simplicity, we focus below only on the influence of 0D  and 2B on particle dynamics. 
Several numerical examples are shown in Fig. 1. The model parameters are as follows: 
the fracture velocity v = 1 m/d, the fracture dispersivity L 0 mα = , 2b = 2×10
í5 m, 2B = 1 m, 
m 0.1θ = , matrix tortuosity Ĳ = 0.25, the fracture retardation coefficient f 1R = , m 1R = , and 
the travel distance is 36 m. The analytical solutions shown in this figure are from Sudicky and 
Frind (1982). The particle tracking results generally match the analytical solutions for the 
free-water diffusion coefficient 0D  between 
81 10−×  and 101 10−× m2/s (Fig. 1(a)). If a 
smaller 0D  is used (such as 
111 10−× m2/s, as shown in Fig. 1(b)), the particle tracking 
solution tends to overestimate the early breakthrough curve (BTC), similar to that observed by 
Hassan (2002). This implies that Eqs. (3) and (4) underestimate the actual probability of a 
fracture particle being transported into the matrix. In the numerical case we tested, only a few 
particles entered the matrix and then remained there for a long time (due to the small transfer 
probability from the matrix to the fracture). 
 
Fig. 1 Comparison of numerical solutions of classical transfer probability model with analytical solutions 
using variable 0D  values  
The classical transfer probability method proposed by Liu et al. (2000) therefore is not 
applicable for small diffusion coefficients. Similar behavior is observed for the fracture 
spacing 2B, since the classical transfer probability in Eqs. (1) and (2) also tends to 
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overestimate the early arrivals of solute particles in the fracture where 2B is relatively large 
(such as 2B > 1 m). This conclusion is consistent with the result found by Pan and Bodvarsson 
(2002). Numerical examples related to a large 2B are shown further in sections 3 and 4. 
3 Direct numerical simulation method: Methodology development 
and numerical tests 
The DNS method is expected to simulate solute transport throughout the entire parameter 
space, if it can accurately and efficiently describe the particle dynamics across the interface 
between the fracture and the matrix (Fig. 2). It is a specific particle tracking method for 
modeling solute transport in composite media where sharp contrasts exist between velocity, 
porosity, diffusion, dispersion, and/or retardation. These are the same types of conditions that 
exist across a fracture-matrix interface. 
 
Fig. 2 Conceptual model of DNS method for solute transport through single fracture/matrix system 
We first consider contaminant transport through a single fracture within a porous matrix. 
The extension to parallel fractures will be discussed in the next section. The DNS approach for 
a single-fracture system contains the following three major steps: 
Step 1: Calculation of independent transport components for each particle. 
Standard particle tracking schemes are used to calculate the advective and dispersive 
displacement of each particle during each jumping event: 
( ) ( )d dxx t t x t w D t+ = +                      (5) 
( ) ( ) ( )d d dzz t t z t v z t w D t+ = + +                  (6) 
where w  is a uniform random number with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1; xD  and zD  
are the effective dispersion coefficients along the x and z directions (Fig. 2), respectively;  
( )v z  is the velocity along the fracture; and dt is the time step. In Fig. 2, Dm denotes the 
molecular diffusion coefficient. Note that Df denotes the dispersion tensor in the fracture, 
which contains two components xD  and zD  shown in Eqs. (5) and (6). It is also noteworthy 
that additional transport components can be added conveniently to particle trajectories, 
including advection in the matrix. 
Step 2: Application of the one-side reflection scheme to capturing the particle dynamics 
across the fracture/matrix interface. 
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The one-side reflection scheme proposed recently by Bechtold et al. (2011) is selected for 
this step. This scheme corrects the standard reflection method by splitting the time step 
nonlinearly for particles across the discrete interface. It also significantly increases the 
computational efficiency by transforming the reflection barrier method from a two-side 
scheme into a one-side reflection scheme. 
Note that in the one-side reflection scheme, the particle can jump freely from the matrix 
to fracture, due to the one-side reflection probability defined below: 
m m m
f m
f f f
1
D R
P
D R
θ
θ→
= −                           (7) 
m f 0P → =                                 (8) 
if 
f f f m m mD R D Rθ θ>                         (9) 
where f mP →  is the reflection probability from the fracture to matrix, and m fP →  is the 
reflection probability from the matrix to fracture (note that a reflection probability of 0 means 
that no particles can be reflected at the interface, or, in other words, each particle can move 
freely if it starts in the matrix). When the two retardation coefficients mR  and fR  equal 1, 
Eqs. (7) and (8) are reduced to the formula proposed by Bechtold et al. (2011). Different from 
the transfer probability in Eqs. (1) and (2), whose calculation contains assumptions, here the 
reflection probability has an analytical solution expressed by Eqs. (7) and (8). 
A uniform random number U, [ ]0,1U ∈ , is generated and compared to the probabilities 
above. If the particle is located in the fracture and f mU P →> , then the particle can cross the 
fracture/matrix interface during the current time step. When the particle is located in the 
matrix, it can move freely in either direction. This scheme is coded and verified, with some 
examples shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, the analytical solutions are from Carslaw and Jaeger 
(1959), an instantaneous point source is located at x = 48, and D1 and D2, and ș1 and ș2 denote 
the effective dispersion coefficients and effective porosities, respectively, for each side of the 
composite medium. For the sake of simplicity, t and D shown in the figure are dimensionless 
(note the purpose of this experiment is to explore the applicability of the Lagrangian scheme 
to capture particle dynamics across an abrupt interface). 
Step 3: Splitting of the time step dt for each particle spent in the fracture and the matrix 
domains, and then repetition of the above steps until the final simulation time is reached. 
There are two loop cycles for the three-step scheme developed above. The outer iteration 
is for time, and the inner iteration is for the number (i.e., sequence) of particles. 
We systematically tested the three-step DNS method. One snapshot of particle positions 
at a specific time is shown in Fig. 4. Advective transport in the fracture is downward with 
particle transfer across the fracture/matrix interface, which is shown by the vertical dashed  
line in Fig. 4. The particles are released initially inside the fracture at z = 0, and the horizontal 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of numerical results of one-side reflection scheme with analytical solutions at t = 5 for a 
composite medium with discrete diffusion coefficients and effective porosity 
 
Fig. 4 Snapshot (particle clouds) simulated by DNS method in a single fracture with downward transport and 
fracture/matrix particle transfer 
coordinate is randomly distributed. Note the coordinates in Fig. 4 are dimensionless. 
Obviously, if the fracture aperture is small, the particles inside the fracture cannot make a large 
horizontal jump during one step of motion. This limits the computational efficiency of the 
numerical method. 
Results (Fig. 5) show that the DNS solutions generally match the analytical solutions to a 
single fracture within an infinite matrix (Tang et al. 1981), if the time step dt is properly 
defined. The other model parameters are as follows: 2b = 1×10-3 m, θm = 0.01, Ĳ = 0.1, Rm = 1, 
Rf = 1, and αL = 0.5 m. In all cases, 10 000 particles are released at the beginning of the 
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simulation. The solution of the classical transfer probability model is also shown for 
comparison, where 2B is assumed to be 100 m. In the cases we tested, the classical transfer 
probability model overestimates the particle BTC when the fracture spacing is large. 
 
Fig. 5 Simulated cumulative BTC with DNS method for a single fracture at                          
depth z = 0.666 m versus analytical solutions 
4 Discussion 
4.1 Time step used in DNS method 
The major challenge of the DNS method is to appropriately define the time step dt used 
in Eqs. (5) and (6). To limit the jump size of a single particle during one step to be less than 
the (half) aperture b, dt should be defined as 
2
0 f
1d
6
bt
D R
§ ·≤ ¨ ¸© ¹                               (10) 
If there is an advective flux from the fracture to matrix, dt should be smaller than that in Eq. (10), 
so that the particle moves at least twice before encountering the fracture/matrix interface. 
We checked the criterion of Eq. (10) extensively. For example, for case 2 shown in  
Table 1 and Fig. 5(c), Eq. (10) shows that 2d 5.02 10t −≤ × d. In the DNS-reflective 
simulations, we tested three time steps: 210 − d, 310 − d, and 410 − d. Because the three time 
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steps are much less than 21002.5 −× d, the three simulated breakthrough curves are almost 
identical to the analytical solutions. 
Table 1 Two numerical cases shown in Fig. 5 and time step for particle tracking 
Case Figure b (m) D0 (m2/s) T1 (d) T2 (d) 
1 Fig. 5(a) 5 × 10í4 1.6 × 10í9 5.02 × 10í5 1.13 × 10í4 
2 Fig. 5(c) 5 × 10í4 1.6 × 10í12 5.02 × 10í2 1.13 × 10í1 
Note: T1 = (b/6)2/D0, and T2 = (b/4)2/D0. 
For case 1, the minimum time step defined by Eq. (10) is 5d 5.02 10t −≤ × d (Table 1). In 
the three time steps tested in the DNS simulations (Fig. 5(a)), only the smallest one ( 410 − d) is 
close to the criterion of Eq. (10), and hence it tends to generate a similar result as the 
analytical solution. 
In addition, numerical experiments also imply that the minimum time step defined by  
Eq. (10) can be relaxed to 
2
0 f
1d
4
bt
D R
§ ·≤ ¨ ¸© ¹                             (11) 
Numerical solutions generated by the minimum time step defined by Eq. (11) are still close to 
the analytical solutions. 
It is noteworthy that the classical transfer probability method discussed in section 2 also 
requires a time step control, as discussed by Liu et al. (2000). In particular, the criterion is that 
particles should not be transported out of the host continuum during one time step. The 
software RWHet (LaBolle 2006) also efficiently adjusts the time spent by each particle during 
each jump, given medium property and boundary/output conditions. 
The computational efficiency of the DNS method can be improved by adjusting the time 
step for particles remaining in the matrix continuum. If the matrix particle is far away from the 
fracture/matrix interface, a relatively large dt can be assigned. We leave this exercise for a 
future study. 
In addition, the DNS approach is especially efficient for a small diffusion coefficient, 
since the time step increases with the decrease of 0D , as shown by Eq. (10) and implied by 
numerical experiments. The DNS approach is also advantageous for fractured rock systems 
with large fracture apertures and spacings, since wide fractures lead to a large time step and a 
large matrix leads to a long mean residence time for particles, which can be accounted for 
conveniently using the particle tracking approach. 
4.2 Extension to discrete parallel fractures 
The DNS method proposed above can be extended to capture contaminant transport 
through parallel fractures situated in a porous rock matrix. Such extension can be 
straightforward. If the system is heterogeneous (for example, the flow velocity and dispersion 
coefficient are space dependent), we can directly design a periodic distribution of the 
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fracture/matrix network. If the properties of the fracture/matrix system are homogeneous, we 
can constrain and repeat the motion of particles in a half domain of the fracture/matrix system. 
The second method was then tested. We relocated the particle to new positions near the 
fracture/matrix interface whenever it exited the center of the matrix grid. One numerical 
example is shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, the model parameters are as follows: 2b = 2×10-3 m, 
2B = 4 m, θm = 0.01, Ĳ =0.1, Rm = 1, Rf = 1, D0 = 1.6 × 10-11 m2/s, and αL = 0.5 m. 10 000 
particles are released at the beginning of the simulation. The classical transfer probability 
solution (Liu et al. 2000) is also shown for comparison. The same criterion for the time step 
presented in section 4.1 can be used here. For example, numerical tests shown in Fig. 6 reveal 
that, when the appropriate time step 2d 1 10t −≤ × d is used, the numerical solution is similar to 
the analytical solution. This limit can be derived directly using Eq. (10), which is 0.02 d. 
 
Fig. 6 Simulated cumulative BTC with DNS method for parallel fractures versus analytical solutions 
4.3 Comparison between different methods 
The dual-domain model expressed by Eqs. (1) and (2) can be functionally equivalent to a 
single-rate mass transfer (SRMT) model, as shown in section 4.5. Such equivalence actually 
reveals the potential problem of the former. In the SRMT model, the probability of a particle 
making a phase conversion does not depend on the property (including position and age) of 
the particle in the starting phase. This can be seen from the SRMT equation, where the mass 
transfer rate is proportional to the difference of the average concentration between the two 
phases. The concentration gradient in each phase therefore should not affect the subsequent 
transition rate. The same behavior must be true for the dual-domain model based on the 
transfer probabilities expressed by Eqs. (1) and (2), due to the same expression of the transfer 
probability in the two models. This conclusion is consistent with the intrinsic assumption for 
the dual-domain model (Eqs. (1) and (2)), where the spatially varying contaminant 
concentration in the matrix continuum is replaced by its average when deriving the transfer 
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probability (as shown by Eq. (12) and Eq. (18) in Liu et al. (2000)). 
This assumption can be applicable for a relatively large molecular diffusivity and small 
matrix blocks, since a large diffusive strength can push particles to arrive quickly to the 
internal region of the matrix continuum and approach the concentration equilibrium. When the 
diffusion is relatively slow and the resultant concentration gradient at the fracture/matrix 
interface remains high for a long period, the assumption can cause a serious underestimation 
of the transfer probability. In addition, when the fracture spacing is relatively large, the 
concentration near the fracture/matrix interface can be much larger than the average 
concentration, and the solute transport rate can be underestimated seriously. 
To correct the assumption underlying Eqs. (1) and (2), Pan and Bodvarsson (2002) 
proposed a particle age-dependent transfer probability, and Hassan and Mohamed (2003) used 
a travel distance-dependent transfer probability (note that Eqs. (1) through (4) define a 
time-independent transfer probability if the time step tΔ  remains constant). Additional 
empirical assumptions, however, are still needed in these corrections in order to calculate the 
updated transfer probability, as articulated by Pan and Bodvarsson (2002) and Hassan and 
Mohamed (2003). In contrast to these corrections, the DNS method proposed in this study 
does not rely on any assumptions. 
4.4 Derivation of transfer probabilities 
The transfer probabilities expressed in Eqs. (1) and (2) are linked to properties of the 
fracture and matrix. Neither Liu et al. (2000) nor the other studies (such as Pan and 
Bodvarsson (2002) and Hassan (2002)) gave the final formula for the above two transfer 
probabilities. The recent work of Maxwell and Tompson (2006) did provide further expression 
of transfer probabilities related to matrix/fracture properties, but they did not show the procedure 
in deriving the final expression. Here we derive the final transfer probabilities based on Eqs. (1) 
and (2). As will be clearly explained, the final transfer probabilities differ slightly from those 
provided by Maxwell and Tompson (2006). Further comparisons between the numerical and 
analytical solutions were then conducted to check the reliability of these new formulas. 
For descriptive simplicity, we first ignore the influence of matrix and fracture retardation 
coefficients on transfer probabilities. As explained by Liu et al. (2000), such influence can be 
added conveniently by adjusting the transport parameters (velocity, the dispersion coefficient, 
and porosity) for nonreactive transport. All the variables used in transfer probabilities of   
Eqs. (1) and (2) can be related to fracture/matrix properties. For example, the water volume in 
the fracture within each grid ( fV ) can be defined as (Eq. (D3) in Pohlmann et al. (2004)) 
f f d d dV x y zθ=                            (12) 
where dx , dy , and dz  (m) are the grid sizes along the x, y, and z directions, respectively. 
Similarly, mV  is defined as (see for example, Eq. (D6) in Pohlmann et al. (2004)) 
m md d d
SV x y z
B
θ=                           (13) 
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The contact area between the fracture and matrix, A (m2), is defined as 
d d dxA y z
B
=                               (14) 
Substituting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (1), we obtain the probability of a fracture 
particle being transported into the matrix during the time interval tΔ : 
fm fm
fm
f f
3
d d d
Q DP t t
x y z SBθ θ
= Δ + Δ                      (15) 
Substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (2), we obtain the reverse transfer probability: 
fm
mf 2
m
3DP t
S θ
= Δ                             (16) 
Eqs. (15) and (16) are the same as those provided by Maxwell and Tompson (2006) (Eq. (B23)), 
if there is no retardation. 
If there is no advection in the fracture, the ratio of Eqs. (15) and (16) is 
fm m m
mf f f
P S B V
P V
θ
θ
= =                          (17) 
which is consistent with the conclusion drawn by Hassan (2002), who found that the ratio 
between the two probabilities is equivalent to the ratio between the volume of water in the 
matrix and the volume of water in the fracture. 
We now consider the case of sorption, where the effective dispersion coefficient and 
porosity can be written as (see also Eq. (30) in Liu et al. (2000)) 
*
fm mD D R=                             (18) 
*
m m mRθ θ=                               (19) 
*
f f f f
bR R
B
θ θ= =                            (20) 
where the variables with a superscript * denote the original parameter values without retardation. 
For example, the effective dispersion coefficient ∗D  can be calculated by (Liu et al. 2000) 
* *
0 mD D τθ=                             (21) 
Substituting Eqs. (18) and (20) into Eq. (15) results in the final equation for the transfer 
probability fmP : 
*
fm
fm
f m f
3
d d d
Q DP t t
bR x y z B SbR R
= Δ + Δ                   (22) 
which simplifies to Eq. (3) if fm 0Q = . 
Similarly, by substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (16), we obtain the other transfer 
probability expressed in Eq. (4), which is the same as the one used by Maxwell and Tompson 
(2006). The transfer probability from the fracture to matrix, however, is slightly different from 
the following one used by Maxwell and Tompson (2006) even when fm 0Q = : 
*
fm
m
3DP t
SbR
= Δ            .               (23) 
Numerical experiments (Fig. 7) show that the Eq. (22) is valid for a broad range of 
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fracture retardation coefficients. Eq. (23) is equivalent to Eq. (22) only if there is no sorption 
in the fracture. In Fig. 7, the model parameters are as follows: v = 1 m/d, ĮL = 0, 2b = 3 × 10í5 m, 
2B = 1 m, șm = 0.1, Ĳ = 0.25, Rm = 1, and 0D =1×10í9 m2/s, and the travel distance is 36 m. 
 
Fig. 7 Simulated BTC in fracture continuum using Eq. (16) versus analytical solutions from         
Sudicky and Frind (1982) 
4.5 Comparison to single-rate mass transfer model 
The dual-domain model based on Eqs. (1) and (2) can be linked to the SRMT model, or a 
two-state Markov process. Below we show that, when (1) molecular diffusion is the only 
mechanism for mass transfer between fractures and the matrix, and (2) particles in the matrix 
remain stagnant until they probabilistically return to fractures, the classical dual-continuum 
model discussed in section 2 is functionally equivalent to the SRMT model. 
The linear non-equilibrium mass transfer equation for the SRMT model (Haggerty et al. 
2000) is given as  
( )IM M IMC C Ct α
∂
= −
∂
                          (24) 
where α  (sí1) is the first-order rate coefficient, and MC  and IMC  (kg/m
3) denote the 
concentrations in the mobile and immobile phases, respectively. The transport of mobile solute 
is driven by the advective and dispersive fluxes: 
( )M IM M MC C vC D Ct t x x xβ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂§ ·
+ = − + ¨ ¸∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂© ¹                  (25) 
where β  (dimensionless) is the capacity coefficient, v (m/s) is the velocity along the 
coordinate x, and D (m2/s) is the dispersion coefficient. 
Assuming that a particle is originally located in the fracture, the probability of finding it 
in the matrix at a later time t is equal to the normalized mass (increase) in the matrix. This 
leads to the relationship 
( )1
fm 1
teP
β αβ β
β
− +
−
=
+
                         (26) 
When the time t in Eq. (26) is short, one obtains the approximation 
         fmP tβα≈ Δ                              (27) 
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Here, t is replaced by tΔ , representing the time interval. The capacity coefficient can be 
approximated by the ratio of water volumes in different phases, according to Haggerty et al. 
(2000) and Zhang et al. (2007). The rate coefficient can be approximated by the reciprocal of 
the time scale for diffusion in the matrix blocks, or the harmonic mean of the density function 
of rate coefficients (see Haggerty et al. (2000)). Considering also the influence of the effective 
matrix porosity and a layered matrix, we obtain 
12 *
m
fm m*
f f
3
3
S DP t t
D SB
θ θ
θ θ
−§ ·
≈ Δ ≈ Δ¨ ¸© ¹
                   (28) 
which is the simplified version of Eq. (1), when there is no advective flux from the fracture to 
the matrix. Adding the influence of retardation will result in Eq. (3). Similarly, Eq. (4) can be 
built following the above argument. 
5 Conclusions 
A direct numerical simulation method was proposed and validated in this study for its 
ability to overcome the problems of the classical approach in quantifying solute transport 
through a single fracture or discrete parallel fractures in a porous rock matrix. The classical 
transfer probability approach proposed by Liu et al. (2000) is limited to certain ranges of 
parameters, due to an intrinsic assumption of an equilibrium concentration profile in the 
matrix blocks in building the transfer probability. Subsequently, this method fails in describing 
mass transfer for parameter combinations that violate this assumption, including small 
diffusion coefficients, relatively large fracture spacings, and/or moderate matrix retardation. 
The new DNS method directly tracks the particle dynamics across the fracture/matrix interface, 
where no assumption is needed. 
Numerical experiments show that the DNS method is more computationally efficient for 
small diffusion coefficients and large fracture spacings. However, it can be time-consuming 
for small fracture apertures or large diffusion coefficients, since the time step size must be 
small enough for particles to jump at least once in a fracture. Future studies are needed to 
improve the computational efficiency of the DNS method for all ranges of parameters, by, for 
example, assigning different time steps for particles in different continua. 
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